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Based on the analysis of the traditional aesthetic of the square and circle , I found 
that with the change of times people's aesthetic orientation with square and circular 
alternating . From the contemporary realistic figure ink works carried out step by step 
analysis, I summarized from contemporary artists to break through the traditional" 
harmony" of the aesthetic interest and choice are more inclined to" block" aesthetic 
orientation, in the aesthetic interest of square and circle. Under this background, I also 
interested in some aspects do positive exploration in the creation. In the era of 
aesthetic atmosphere under the influence of these works are not mature, but also can 
reflect some characteristics of" party", especially the" the square and the block 
surface" symbolic exploration expression. On the basis of this, I further in-depth 
analysis of this era formed the aesthetic orientation, within the external and the special 
historical reasons. The article finally expressed their feelings about the real ink figure" 
他 he square and the block surface" aesthetic orientation and objective understanding 
and a positive outlook. 
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图 2-1 杨力舟 王迎春《太行铁壁》
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